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In this classic romance from New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts, one woman will

discover that love has the power to overcome all barriers.From the moment she met him, Keeley

Grant knew there was something wild about Brian Donnelly. He dared to ignore everything that said

a poor Irish rogue shouldn't touch her, and battered down every wall she threw at him. But a wild

thing by nature cannot be contained, not by convention or fences or even by love. Could she give

him everything if he was just going to walk away?
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"Irish Rebel" is another fabulous book by Nora Roberts. I always love Nora's series because we get

to revisit old friends. In this case we are reunited with Travis and Dee from "Irish Thoroughbred",

Nora's first book. This story, however, is about Travis and Adelia's daughter, Keeley Grant. "Irish

Rebel" is full of fun and romance and it keeps the reader's full attention from beginning to

end.Keeley's parents, Travis and Dee, the owners of the renowned racing stable "Royal Meadows"

have just hired a new horse trainer, Brian Donnelly. Brian has come all the way from Ireland to work

for the Grants because he has a remarkable gift for training champions.When Brian first arrives, he

believes that Keeley is a spoiled princess who has never had to work for anything, but he couldn't

be more wrong. Keeley is a strong-willed and compassionate woman who teaches under-privileged

and abused children to ride.Brian and Keeley grate on each other's nerves, but they can't deny the

powerful attraction they share. Keeley has never had much time for men in her life, and has never



found a man who could hold her attention, but with Brian she seems to have met her match.As

Brian discovers more and more about who Keeley really is, he finds himself falling in love with her.

Now this Irish rebel, who has spent his life moving from one place to another, wonders if it's finally

time to stop running and put down some roots. Will love triumph and keep Brian at Keeley's

side?You'll just have to read the book to find out!"Irish Rebel" is a truly entertaining and enjoyable

read. The romance between Keeley and Brian is fresh and passionate, and all of the characters are

richly portrayed and very likeable.
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